YANKEE GUIDES

My ancestors were English Presbyterians/Unitarians how can I find out more about them?, by Alan R. Ruston, Geneal. R 929.341 R929m.


NEW ENGLAND
Directory of the ancestral heads of New England families 1620-1700, by Frank R. Holmes, Geneal. R 929.1 H73.


A genealogical dictionary of the first settlers of New England : showing three generations of those who came before May 1692, on the basis of Farmer's register, by James Savage, Geneal. R 929.374 Sa92g v.1-4.


A genealogical register of the first settlers of New England : containing an alphabetical list of the governours ..., by John Farmer, Geneal. R 929.374 F229g 1964.


The New England gazetteer : containing descriptions of all the states, counties and towns in New England..., by John Hayward, Geneal. R 929.374 H335n.


CONNECTICUT


The record of Connecticut men in the military and naval service during the War of the Revolution, 1775-1783, Geneal. R 973.3446 R245.


MAINE


The pioneers of Maine and New Hampshire, 1623 to 1660 : a descriptive list, drawn from records of the colonies, towns, churches, courts and other contemporary sources, by Charles Henry Pope, Geneal. R 929.1 P81p.


MASSACHUSETTS


Genealogical and personal memoirs relating to the families of Boston and eastern Massachusetts, Geneal. R 929.3744 G286p v.1-4.

An index of pioneers from Massachusetts to the West especially the State of Michigan..., by Charles Allcott Flagg, Geneal. R 929.3 F597 1975.


Mayflower source records : primary data concerning southeastern Massachusetts, Cape Cod, and the islands of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard : from the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, by Gary Boyd Roberts, Geneal. R 929.3744 R541m.

Massachusetts soldiers and sailors of the revolutionary war a compilation from the archives, Geneal. R 929.3744 M382m v.1-17.


Southern Massachusetts cemetery collection, by Susan Salisbury, Geneal. R 929.5744 Sa34s.


NEW HAMPSHIRE
Genealogical and family history of the state of New Hampshire: a record of the achievements of her people in the making of a commonwealth and the founding of a nation, by Ezra S. Stearns, Geneal. R 929.1 St31 v.1-4.

Inhabitants of New Hampshire, 1776, by Emily S. Wilson, Geneal. R 312.09742 1776 W692i.


NEW YORK

10,000 vital records of eastern New York, 1777-1834, by Fred Q. Bowman, Geneal. R 929.3747 B684e.


RHODE ISLAND
Civil and military list of Rhode Island. 1647-1850 A list of all officers elected by the General assembly, by Joseph Jencks Smith, Geneal. R 929.3745 Sm5 v.1-2.


Rhode Island sources for family historians and genealogists, by Kip Sperry, Geneal. R 929.3745 Sp37r.


Rhode Island in the colonial wars: a list of Rhode Island soldiers & sailors in the old French & Indian war, 1755-1762, by Howard M. Chapin, Geneal. R 929.4 C37.
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VERMONT
Genealogical and family history of the state of Vermont: a record of the achievements of her people in the making of a commonwealth and the founding of a nation, by Hiram Carleton, Geneal. R 974.3 C193g v.1-2.

The State of Vermont Rolls of the soldiers in the revolutionary war, 1775 to 1783, Geneal. R 929.3743 V592r.


PASSENGER LISTS


List of emigrants to America from Liverpool, 1697-1707, Geneal. R 929.10941 L696 1969.


Passengers to America: a consolidation of ship passenger lists from the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, by Michael Tepper, Geneal. R 929.373 P2661.

Port arrivals and immigrants to the city of Boston, 1715-1716 and 1762-1769, Geneal. R 929.37446 P83.


CENSUS
Connecticut Census Index, 1800-1850

Maine Census Index, 1800 – 1850


Massachusetts Census Index, 1790-1850

New Hampshire Census Index, 1790-1850


New York Census Index, 1790-1850

Rhode Island Census Index, 1790-1850


Vermont Census Index, 1790-1850


ONLINE RESOURCES
American Ancestors – Online database ran by the New England Historic Genealogical Society.  
www.americanancestors.org

PERIODICALS


The New England Historical & Genealogical Register, 1847-current.


The New York Genealogical and Biographical Record, 1870-current.

